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a b s t r a c t
The current study examined the effect of orthographic transparency and familiarity on brain mechanisms
involved in word recognition in adult Hebrew readers. We compared the effects of diacritics that provide
transparent but less familiar information and vowel letters that increase orthographic transparency without
compromising familiarity. Brain activation was measured in 18 adults during oral reading of single words,
while manipulating the presence of diacritic marks, the presence of a vowel letter, and word length (3 vs. 4
consonants). We found opposite effects of diacritics and vowel letters on temporo-parietal regions associated
with mapping orthography to phonology. The increase in activation for diacritic marks and the decrease in
activation for vowel letters in these regions suggest that the greater familiarity of vowel letters compared to
diacritics overrides the effect of orthographic transparency. Vowel letters also reduced activation in regions
associated with semantic processing in unpointed words, and were thus distinct from the effect of an additional
consonant. Altogether the results suggest that both orthographic transparency and familiarity contribute to
word recognition.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Writing systems represent units of spoken language, and thus are
structured so that they optimally represent the languages' phonological
spaces, and their mapping into semantic meanings (Frost, 2012).
It is customary to characterize writing systems according to their
orthographic transparency. In transparent orthographies, such as
German or Spanish, the grapheme to phoneme correspondence is
consistent, while in opaque orthographies, such as English or French,
the grapheme to phoneme correspondence is less consistent.
The effects of orthographic transparency and the role of phonology in
word recognition
There is a debate in the literature regarding whether phonological
information mediates access to the mental visual word lexicon for
adult readers. The Orthographic Depth Hypothesis (Katz and Frost,
1992), inspired by the Dual Route Model (Coltheart et al., 2001),
suggests that readers rely on one of two routes for reading, depending
on the demands of the speciﬁc orthography. In more transparent
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orthographies readers access to words' meaning through its phonology,
by assembled (letter by letter) reading. In opaque orthographies, access
through phonology is not obligatory and meaning can be accessed
directly by decoding of large orthographic units (whole-word) (Katz
and Frost, 1992).
In contrast, according to connectionist models (McClelland and
Rumelhart, 1981; Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989) access to phonology is obligatory for reading in all orthographies, and there are more than
just two possible routes for reading. In addition, the size of the units in
the orthography-to-phonology mappings is determined by orthographic transparency, but also by reading proﬁciency and language characteristics, such as phonological and morphological structure (Frost, 2005;
Perfetti, 2003; Perfetti et al., 2005; Ziegler and Goswami, 2005).
Beyond transparency and phonology
A comprehensive review by Share (2008b), suggests that an important aspect of reading, neglected by the theories formerly described is
the familiarity of the word being read. The Lexical Quality Hypothesis
(Perfetti, 2007) addressed this concern, and emphasizes the reader's
experience. According to this hypothesis the quality and stability of
lexical representations of written words determine the accuracy and
ﬂuency of word recognition and comprehension. Lexical quality is
determined both by attributes of the reader (the individual's reading
experience and their familiarity with the word) and by attributes of
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the speciﬁc word (its phonology, orthography, frequency, etc.). Hence,
in addition to the orthographic transparency of the writing system,
word recognition is affected by multiple factors that vary across different orthographies, words and readers. Thus, for skilled readers, frequent
word forms have good lexical quality that contributes to effective and
stable retrieval of the word's identity (Perfetti, 2007).
Neural correlates of reading a transparent orthography
Inspired by the idea that orthographic transparency may affect the
speciﬁc mechanisms involved in reading in different languages, a growing body of research addressed the effect of consistency between orthography and phonology by comparing between readers of transparent and
opaque orthographies in different languages. For example, Paulesu et al.
(2000) have found different brain activation in a PET study comparing
oral word reading in English (opaque orthography) and Italian
(transparent orthography) readers. English readers showed stronger
activation in the left posterior inferior temporal gyrus and the
anterior IFG suggested to be associated with a whole word lexical
retrieval strategy, while Italians showed stronger activation in left
superior temporal regions, associated with phonological processing.
More recently a meta-analysis of reading studies in western and
eastern orthographies showed that activation in the left temporoparietal junction (TPJ; BA 39/40) was speciﬁc for alphabetic but not
for non-alphabetic orthographies (Bolger et al., 2005). The effect
of orthographic transparency was also found in the dorsal part
of left IFG following training in an artiﬁcial script. This region showed
greater activation for reading the alphabetic compared to the
non-alphabetic script (Bitan et al., 2005).
Neuroimaging studies with bilinguals provide an opportunity to
examine the effect of orthographic transparency within-subjects,
but these effects often interact with language proﬁciency. For example,
activation in the left inferior parietal lobule (IPL; BA 40) was related to
reading Hindi which is more transparent than English when proﬁciency
in both languages was balanced, and to reading in both orthographies
when proﬁciency was greater in Hindi (Das et al., 2011). In contrast,
in a study with Spanish-English bilinguals, activation in left IPL was
related to reading English, although it was less transparent and more
proﬁcient than Spanish (Meschyan and Hernandez, 2006).
Orthographic familiarity effects on brain activation in word recognition are usually examined by comparing high to low frequency words,
and between real and pseudowords. Neuroimaging studies in English,
German and Japanese found that higher words' familiarity, frequency
and imageability decreased activation in left IFG (Heim et al., 2012;
Ischebeck et al., 2004; Pugh et al., 2008) and superior temporal gyrus
(STG) for skilled readers (Pugh et al., 2008). These ﬁndings are consistent
with reduced efforts in lexical and phonological access in familiar words.
Transparency and familiarity in the Hebrew orthography
Phonemes in Hebrew are represented with three graphemic
systems: 18 letters that represent only consonants, four vowel
letters (the ( אהויAHWY) letter set) that represent both vowels and
consonants, and diacritic marks that represent vowels (Ravid,
2005). The inclusion of diacritic marks is optional, resulting in one
script with two versions that differ in their orthographic transparency: an opaque writing system (unpointed—without diacritic marks)
and a shallow writing system (pointed—with diacritic marks)
(Bar-On, 2010; Share, 2008a). The unpointed opaque version
includes mostly consonants graphemes, while vowel sounds are only
partially represented by vowel letters. Moreover, some vowel letters
are ambiguous because they represent more than one vowel, and a consonant. This creates an extensive phonological under-speciﬁcation as
well as pervasive homography (Bar-On, 2010). In contrast, the pointed,
transparent version contains diacritic marks (in addition to consonants
and vowel letters) which provide full representation of vowel sounds.
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This duality provides a unique opportunity to examine the effect of
orthographic transparency on reading in a within-language withinsubject design. However, it should also be noted that pointed words
are mostly encountered during early years of reading acquisition,
and are absent from most texts for skilled readers. Therefore, in the
case of adult Hebrew readers the highly transparent script is also less
frequently encountered.
At the beginning stages of reading acquisition children learn to read
the pointed script, which allows them to rely on serial bottom-up orthophono mapping to identify written words (Bar-On, 2010; Gur, 2005;
Schiff et al., 2012; Shany et al., 2011). During the development of reading
skills, diacritics become less crucial and are replaced by a greater reliance
on higher-order word-level lexical and morphological information, while
knowledge and use of diacritics declines over time (Bar-On, 2010).
While diacritics provide full and unambiguous vowel information,
vowel letters provide only partial and ambiguous vowel information.
All vowel letters denote both consonants and vowels, and some of
them represent more than one vowel. For example, the letter '( 'וvav')
can represent the consonant /v/ the vowel /o/, or the vowel /u/. Vowels
at the end of words are almost always represented by vowel letters,
while in the middle of a word /a/ and /e/ are never represented by a
vowel letter, while /i/ and /o/ are represented by vowel letters in
some words. However, in contrast to diacritics which are superimposed
under or above the consonants, vowel letters are written in line with the
consonants in a written word. Importantly, while the presence of
diacritics is optional and may decrease familiarity with the words'
orthographic pattern for adult readers, most Hebrew words appear consistently either with or without vowel letters, so vowel letters do not
change the word familiarity. Thus, comparing the effects of diacritics
and vowel letters enables us to examine different degrees of orthographic transparency, with stronger effects expected for diacritics as
they provide more phonological information. However, we hypothesized that while vowel letters do not enhance orthographic transparency to the same degree as diacritics, they do not compromise familiarity
either, hence their overall beneﬁt for word recognition may be larger.
A large number of behavioral studies have examined the role of
diacritics in word recognition for Hebrew readers at various stages of
reading acquisition. Diacritics were found to facilitate word recognition
in early stages of reading acquisition (Harel-koren, 2007; Navon and
Shimron, 1981; Ravid, 1996; Shany et al., 2011; Shimron and Sivan,
1994). For skilled readers, different studies show mixed results: diacritics either facilitate (Koriat, 1984, 1985; Navon and Shimron, 1981;
Shimron and Navon, 1982) or had no effect (Bentin and Frost, 1987;
Harel-koren, 2007; Schiff and Ravid, 2004; Shimron and Sivan, 1994)
on word recognition. Developmental studies suggest that in very early
stages of reading acquisition Hebrew readers rely mostly on diacritics,
and that the facilitating effect of vowel letters on word recognition
develops over time with increasing exposure to unpointed words
(Harel-koren, 2007; Schiff, 2003; Shany et al., 2011).
In our behavioral study (Weiss et al., 2015), skilled Hebrew readers
showed an interaction of diacritics and word length in reading latency.
In pointed words they demonstrated a classic length effect (longer
words were read slower and less accurately than short words), while
in unpointed words they demonstrated a reversed length effect (longer
words were read faster and more accurately), suggesting reliance
on mapping of smaller orthographic units in pointed compared to
unpointed words. In contrast to the effect of diacritics, vowel letters,
improved accuracy across all conditions, and decreased latency in
unpointed words. The effect of vowel letters on reading latency speciﬁcally in unpointed words suggests that their facilitative effect is due to
increased orthographic transparency.
Neural correlates of reading pointed words in Hebrew and Arabic
The research on the effect of diacritics on brain activity in Semitic
languages is scarce. ERP studies that examined the role of diacritics in
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word recognition in Hebrew skilled readers have found that lexical
decision of pointed as compared to unpointed words increased the amplitude and latencies of early negative components (N170), suggesting
increased load on early visual-orthographic processing. In contrast,
unpointed words increased the amplitude and decreased latencies of
later components (~ 340 ms), suggesting greater reliance on lexical
processing (Bar-Kochva, 2011; Bar-Kochva and Breznitz, 2012). To our
knowledge, to date there is no fMRI study looking at the effect of
diacritics in Hebrew. One fMRI study examined the effect of diacritic
marks in adult Arabic readers, using a lexical decision task. In Arabic,
as in Hebrew, diacritics that provide vowel information are omitted
from text by 3rd grade, and adult Arabic readers are usually exposed
to unpointed texts. Pointed Arabic words slowed lexical decision and increased activation in the insula and IFG, as compared to unpointed
words, suggesting increased engagement of phonological and semantic
processes. In contrast, unpointed words increased activation in the
hippocampus and middle temporal gyri (MTG), suggesting increased
lexical search (Bourisly et al., 2013).
Research predictions
In the current study we used fMRI to test the effect of orthographic
transparency and familiarity on word recognition for skilled readers.
We asked two questions: 1) What is the effect of increasing orthographic
transparency on the reader's brain? Does it facilitate or does it increase the
load on orthographic phonological and lexical processes involved in word
recognition? 2) How does orthographic transparency interact with the
familiarity of the graphemic representation: does the effect of one
overshadow the effect of the other?
The effect of orthographic transparency was examined by comparing brain activation of reading pointed and unpointed words, and
by comparing words with and without vowel letters. The effect of familiarity with the orthographic representations is evident in the comparison of pointed words (less familiar for adult Hebrew readers) and
unpointed words (more familiar). To examine whether additional
phonological information increases the reliance on assembled reading,
we also manipulated the number of consonants, because word length
effect is a sensitive indicator of assembled reading (De Luca et al.,
2008; Ellis and Hooper, 2001; Ellis et al., 2004).
Based on the ﬁndings of our behavioral study (Weiss et al., 2015)
that showed a facilitative effect of vowel letters, but not of diacritics,
we predicted that familiarity will override the effect of orthographic
transparency in the brain. Speciﬁcally we hypothesized that diacritics,
which increase orthographic transparency while decreasing familiarity,
would increase the load on word recognition, and thus increase brain
activation. In contrast, vowel letters, which increase orthographic
transparency without compromising familiarity, would decrease the
load of word recognition, and thus decrease activation.
More speciﬁcally, our behavioral study (Weiss et al., 2015) suggested that diacritics enhance the reliance on assembled phonology
(by showing a slowing effect of word length, speciﬁc to pointed
words). We thus expect that pointed words would increase activation
in brain areas associated with phonological representation (left STG),
mapping of orthography to phonology (left IPL, left SMG), and phonological segmentation (left IFG pars opercularis). We also expect to ﬁnd
a similar interaction of word length and diacritics (more activation for
longer words, only in the pointed condition) in these areas. Moreover,
because pointed words are less familiar than unpointed words
for adult Hebrew readers, they are also expected to increase activation
in brain areas associated with visual and orthographic processing (occipital and ventral OT), and with lexical retrieval (IFG pars orbitalis
and pars triangularis).
The facilitating effect of vowel letters in our behavioral study (Weiss
et al., 2015), was evident not only in overall higher accuracy, but also
in shorter latency speciﬁc to unpointed words, suggesting that vowel
letters facilitate word recognition by facilitating the mapping of

orthography to phonology. Many studies show reduced activation
with increased proﬁciency (Dronjic and Bitan, In press). For example,
when bilinguals were reading in their second less proﬁcient language,
increased activations were found in left IFG, MTG, STG and AG,
as compared to reading in their ﬁrst and more proﬁcient language
(Rüschemeyer et al., 2006; Buchweitz et al., 2009). In addition,
neuroimaging studies found reduced activation for words with
high familiarity, frequency and imageability in left IFG (Heim
et al., 2012; Ischebeck et al., 2004, 2004; Pugh et al., 2008) and superior temporal gyrus (STG) (Pugh et al., 2008).We therefore predicted that the presence of vowel letters would decrease activation in
these brain areas (left IFG, MTG, STG and AG).
Method
Participants
A group of 18 adults with average reading skills, 22:03–32:03 years
old (M = 27:10, SD = 2.4, 7 males), was recruited from among graduate
and undergraduate students in academic institutes. All participants
were native Hebrew speakers, right-handed, and display normal
(or corrected to normal) vision in both eyes. None of them had a
history of learning disabilities, neurological or psychiatric disorders
and were never diagnosed with reading impairments.
Because there are no standardized reading tests for adults in Hebrew, and based on previous studies (Ben-Yehudah and Ahissar, 2004;
Katzir et al., 2004; Miller‐Shaul, 2005), participant exclusion criteria
was based on local norms collected in our lab from an independent
sample of 191 unimpaired readers. Scores were obtained from the
pseudoword and word reading accuracy within 1 min tests (Shatil,
1997a, 1997b), and participants were excluded if they scored less than
one standard deviation below the average of the local norms in both
tests. These norms are reported in Table 1.
Phonological decoding: One Minute Pseudoword Test (Shatil,
1997a)—In this test subjects read lists of pointed non-words as
quickly and accurately as possible within 1 min. Number of correct
words read within 1 min was counted.
Word reading: One Minute Word Test (Shatil, 1997b)—In this test
subjects read lists of real unpointed words as quickly and accurately as
possible within 1 min. Number of correct words read within 1 min
was counted.
Participants' means and standard deviation of both measures are
presented in Table 1
Stimuli
The stimuli consist of 192 Hebrew concrete nouns in four lists
(48 words in each list) of two word lengths: 3 vs. 4 consonants;
and two vowel letter conditions: with or without a vowel letter
(all words were presented in their typical written form and vowel letters were not removed or inserted into these forms). All words were
bi-syllabic, mono-morphemic and were matched for frequency across
conditions, both in means and distribution. As there is no available
consensus corpus for written Hebrew frequency, our frequency ranking
was based on subjective rating of ten elementary school teachers on a
1–5 Likert scale, that represent a range of average to high frequency in
adult texts (see Table 2).
Experimental procedure
Each trial began with a 200 ms presentation of a ﬁxation cross
followed by the presentation of the stimulus word for 1500 ms and
then a blank screen for 2300 ms. Participants were required to read
the word aloud as soon as it appears on the screen, and their responses
and reaction times were monitored by an MRI compatible microphone
with noise cancellation (FOMRI™ III system, Optoacoustics Ltd.).
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Table 1
Means and standard deviation of selection tests.
Participants (N = 18)

One Minute Word Tests
One Minute Pseudoword Tests

Local norms (N = 191)

Mean number of correct
words per minute

Standard
deviation

Mean number of correct
words per minute

Standard
deviation

Criteria of 1 standard deviation
below average

96.16
61.22

19.67
7.77

106.49
61.04

18.41
14.146

b88 correct words
b46.89 correct pseudowords

Stimuli were presented using E-Prime stimulus presentation
software (v.2.0, Psychological Software Tools, Inc.). Pointed and
unpointed words were presented in separate runs to minimize interference which may arise from frequent shifting between versions. Half of
the words in the list appeared ﬁrst in their pointed version and half
appeared ﬁrst in their unpointed version. Four runs of pointed words
and four runs of unpointed words appeared in alternating order, and
the order was counter balanced across individuals. Stimuli from the current experiment were presented together with 56 words from another
experiment (Weiss et al., in preparation) which were similar in length
and frequency and appeared in both the pointed and unpointed
versions, but were not included in the analysis; 496 experimental trials
were intermixed with 96 baseline trials in which the participants saw a
string of asterisks and were required to say the word ‘pass’. Trial interval
was jittered with 30% time of null and the sequence of trials was
optimized using Optseq (Dale, 1999); http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.
edu/optseq/). A total of 592 trials were acquired in eight runs of
5:42 min. A practice list of ten different words was presented to
participants immediately prior to the ﬁrst experimental run.
fMRI data acquisition
Images were acquired using a 3.0 T GE scanner with a standard head
coil. The stimuli were projected onto a screen, and viewed through a
mirror attached to the inside of the head coil. Participant's oral reading
was monitored, to ensure their compliance with the task requirements.
Functional images were acquired with a susceptibility weighted
single-shot EPI (echo planar imaging) with BOLD (blood oxygenation
level-dependent) with the following parameters: TE = 35 ms, ﬂip
angle = 78°, matrix size = 96×96, ﬁeld of view = 20 cm, slice
thickness = 3 mm +1 mm gap, number of slices = 26 in a sequential
ascending order, TR = 2000 ms. One hundred seventy-one images
were acquired during each run. In addition, a high resolution, anatomical T1 weighted 3D structural images were acquired (AX SPGR, TR =
9.044 ms, TE = 3.0504 ms, ﬂip angle = 13°, matrix size = 256 × 256,
ﬁeld of view = 25.6 cm, slice thickness = 1 mm) using an identical
orientation as the functional images. fMRI scans were performed
in The Functional Brain Imaging Center, at the Tel-Aviv Sourasky
Medical Center.
fMRI data preprocessing and statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping
toolbox for Matlab (SPM8-Welcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging,
University College London, www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The images

were spatially realigned to the ﬁrst volume in each run to correct for
head movements. Average displacement in x, y or z dimensions across
runs and across subjects is 0.8 mm (range = 0.1–3.5 mm). Sinc interpolation was used to minimize timing errors between slices (Henson et al.,
1999). The functional images were coregistered with the anatomical
image, and normalized to the standard T1 template volume (MNI).
The data were then smoothed with a 5-mm isotropic Gaussian kernel.
Statistical analyses at the ﬁrst level were done separately for pointed
and unpointed words, in each participant using the GLM analysis for
event-related designs. A high-pass ﬁlter with a cutoff period of 128 s
was applied. Movement parameters calculated during realignment
were included as regressors of no interest. The model included two
levels of vowel letters (with and without a vowel letter), and two levels
of word length (3 vs. 4 consonants) as well as the baseline condition.
The contrast of each basic condition vs. baseline, separately for pointed
and unpointed words, was carried into the second level group analysis.
Pointed and unpointed words were only compared at the second level.
To avoid a possible effect of reduced brain response due to repetition
of words across conditions (pointed and unpointed), we conducted a
preliminary analysis restricted to the ﬁrst occurrence of each word.
No differences were found between this analysis and the analysis
with the two occurrences in the effects of experimental condition.
Thus, we decided to include both occurrences in the analysis to increase
statistical power.
Whole brain group analyses
Whole brain effects were assessed by means of the ﬂexible factorial
design with the factors subject, diacritics and vowel letters. Statistical
mappings are depicted for descriptive purpose at signiﬁcance level of
p b 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons, using a cluster extent
threshold of k ≥ 50.
ROI analyses
Regions of interest were anatomically deﬁned based on brain areas
known to be involved in visual word recognition in previous studies:
left SMG and IPL associated with phonological decoding and mapping
of orthography to phonology (Booth et al., 2007; Demonet et al., 1992;
Fiebach et al., 2002; Graves et al., 2010; Jobard et al., 2003; Sandak
et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2001); left AG associated with integration of
orthography to semantics (Graves et al., 2010; Seghier, 2013); left
MTG associated with semantic processing (Binder et al., 2009; Chou
et al., 2006; Fiebach et al., 2002; Fiez, 1997; Jobard et al., 2003; Kircher
et al., 2009; Paulesu et al., 1997); left FG associated with orthographic
processing of written words in typical readers, and develops during
reading experience (Booth et al., 2001; Dehaene et al., 2002; Jobard

Table 2
Examples of words for each experimental condition.

With diacritics
Without diacritics

Word frequency
mean and range

4 consonants with vowel letter

4 consonants without vowel letter

3 consonants with vowel letter

3 consonants without vowel letter

עין
ִ ר
ְ גּ
ַ
גרעין
GRAIN
/gara'in/
(nucleus)
3.221
(1.333–4.75)

רָנב
ְ אַ
ארנב
ARNV
/a'rnav/
(rabbit)
3.409
(1.25–4.875)

רס
ָ תּי
ִ
תירס
TIRS
/tiras/
(corn)
3.399
(1.417–4.917)

לת
ֶ דּ
ֶ
דלת
DLT
/delet/
(door)
3.269
(1.125–5)
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et al., 2003; Turkeltaub et al., 2003); left IFG pars opercularis associated
with phonological segmentation (Burton et al., 2000; Hsieh et al., 2001;
Poldrack et al., 2001); left IFG pars orbitalis and pars triangularis associated with lexical and semantic retrieval (Binder et al., 2009; Paulesu
et al., 1997); and MOG associated with visual processing (Cohen et al.,
2008). Five main cortical areas were identiﬁed in each hemisphere
based on the literature. Within these main cortical areas 10 speciﬁc
anatomical regions of interest were deﬁned based on the Automated
Anatomical Labeling atlas (AAL) (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). The
following ROIs were deﬁned in the left hemisphere: 1) inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG) including: pars opercularis (Oper), pars triangularis (Tri)
and pars orbitalis (Orb); 2) temporo-parietal-junction (TPJ): including
supramarginal gyrus (SMG), angular gyrus (AG) and inferior parietal
lobule (IPL); 3) lateral temporal cortex (LTC): including middle
temporal gyrus (MTG) and superior temporal gyrus (STG); 4) fusiform
gyrus (FG); and 5) middle occipital gyrus (MOG).
Changes in signal intensity during word reading were extracted
using the MarsBaR toolbox for SPM (MARSeille Boîte À Région d'Intérêt,
v.0.43 (Brett et al., 2002). Differences in percent signal change (% signal
change during a speciﬁc condition − % signal change during the
asterisks baseline condition) were calculated for each participant
in eight basic conditions (2 levels of diacritics × 2 levels of vowel
letters × 2 levels of word length) in each ROI. Statistical analysis was
done using IBM SPSS Statistics software (v. 19).
Separate GLM (General Linear Model) repeated measures analyses
were conducted for each one of the ﬁve main cortical areas (IFG, TPJ,
LTC, FG, MOG), with four within subject factors: ROI (for IFG, TPJ
and LTC which included more than one ROI), diacritics, vowel letters
and length and % signal change in each ROI as the dependent
variable. No correction for multiple comparisons was applied,
because all ﬁve cortical areas had speciﬁc predictions associated
with them, and therefore these comparisons were planned. To test
our predictions about the involvement of speciﬁc ROIs in different
aspects of reading Hebrew, a follow-up analysis within each ROI
was conducted for areas that showed a signiﬁcant interaction of
ROI with one or more experimental conditions. In addition, in each
case of interaction between diacritics and one of the other experimental

condition (vowel letters or length) further analyses were done
separately for pointed and unpointed words.
Results
Whole brain analyses
The results of the whole brain group analysis are depicted for
pointed and unpointed words compared to baseline in Fig. 1 and
Table 3. Fig. 1 shows a larger extent of active voxels in pointed words
in both left and right hemispheres. However, the comparison of pointed
and unpointed words at the whole brain analysis did not survive the
correction of multiple comparisons (p b 0.05 FWE corrected). This and
other effects were further examined in planned comparisons at the
ROI analysis.
ROI analyses
GLM analyses on % signal change were conducted for each main
cortical area, with ROI, and all experimental conditions (diacritics,
vowel letters and length) as within-subject factors. Signiﬁcant main
effects and interactions from these analyses, as well as follow-up
analyses comparing between ROIs are summarized in Table 4.
A follow-up analysis within each ROI was conducted for areas
that showed a signiﬁcant interaction between ROI and one or more
experimental conditions, namely left IFG, TPJ, and LTC. Signiﬁcant
main effects and interactions of these analyses, and of follow-up
analyses for ROIs showing interaction of diacritics and one of the other
experimental conditions, are presented in Table 5.
The following sections summarize the main effects found in the
ROI analysis for each experimental factor: diacritics, vowel letters,
word length, and the interactions of diacritics with vowel letters or
with length.
Regions showing main effects of diacritics
Pointed words compared to unpointed words signiﬁcantly increased
activations in left IFG pars triangularis, but not in other parts of left IFG.

Pointed words > Baseline

Unpointed words > Baseline

Fig. 1. Whole brain analysis. Activation for pointed and unpointed words compared to baseline (****). Threshold p b 0.05 FWE corrected with cluster extent k ≥ 50.
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Table 3
Activation in pointed and unpointed words vs. baseline. Threshold p b 0.05 FWE corrected with cluster extent k ≥ 50.
Area

BA

H

Z score

Voxels

X

Y

Z

18/19
47
40/43
18/19
7/39
6/21
47
23

L
L
L
R
L
R
R
L
R
L
L
L
L
R
R
R

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
7.84
7.32
7.23
7.23
7.19
6.68
6.66
6.24
5.84
5.75
5.48

455
260
3698
890
609
1985
100
709
184
924
167
72
98
86
109
72

−36
−28
−58
42
−26
62
32
−2
18
−28
−18
−14
−48
20
28
28

−86
38
−2
−84
−74
−10
38
−60
−60
−12
26
−62
42
−22
−56
−6

−2
−8
20
−12
24
8
−8
20
−26
−6
42
−22
0
0
58
−8

L
L
L
R
L
L
L
L
L
R
L
L
L
L

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
7.28
6.82
6.62
6.60
6.46
6.30
6.22
5.89
5.85
5.54

1951
156
140
1297
81
879
190
71
898
118
55
148
126
66

−58
−28
−38
56
−14
−2
−20
−38
−6
18
−46
−4
−8
−46

−14
36
−80
−4
−64
−60
−8
−14
48
−64
28
22
−12
−72

24
−10
−6
24
−20
20
−16
16
0
−24
10
32
14
32

Pointed words N Baseline
Inferior/middle occipital gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus–pars orbitalis
Precentral gyrus/postcentral gyrus/inferior parietal lobule
Inferior/middle occipital gyrus
Middle occipital gyrus/cuneus/inferior parietal lobule/superior parietal lobule
Superior temporal gyrus/precentral gyrus
Inferior/middle frontal gyrus–pars orbitalis
Precuneus/ posterior cingulated/calcarine
Cerebelum/culmen
Putamen/lentiform nucleus
Superior/middle frontal gyrus
Cerebelum/declive
Inferior/middle frontal gyrus–pars triangularis
Thalamus
Superior parietal lobule
Putamen/lentiform nucleus

8
46
7

Unpointed words N Baseline
Postcentral gyrus/precentral gyrus
Inferior/middle frontal gyrus–pars orbitalis
Inferior occipital gyrus/cuneus
Precentral gyrus/rolandic operculum/superior temporal gyrus/transverse temporal gyrus
Cerebelum/declive
Precuneus/calcarine/posterior cingulate
Amygdala/parahippocampal gyrus/putame/caudate
Insula
Anterior cingulated/superior/middle frontal gyrus–pars orbitalis
Cerebelum/declive
Inferior frontal gyrus–pars triangularis
Anterior cingulate
Thalamus
Angular gyrus

Pointed words have also signiﬁcantly increased activation in left SMG
and IPL, but not in left AG, with a larger effect of diacritics in left IPL compared to the other TPJ regions. Finally, pointed words showed greater
activation in left MOG (see Fig. 2). No region showed greater activation
in unpointed compared to pointed words.

Table 4
Signiﬁcant main effects and interactions in main cortical areas. *p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01,
***p ≤ .001.
Area

Effect

df

F

L.IFG

With vowel letter b Without vowel letter
ROI × Vowel letter
Vowel letter effect–L.Oper N L.Tri
Diacritics × Vowel letter
Diacritics × Length × Vowels
Pointed N Unpointed
With vowel letter b Without vowel letter
ROI × Diacritics
Diacritics effect–L.IPL N L.SMG
Diacritics effect–L.IPL N L.AG
ROI × vowel letter
Vowel letter effect–L.IPL N L.AG
ROI × Diacritics × Vowel letter
ROI × Length × Vowel letter
STG N MTG
Long words N Short words
ROI × Length
Diacritics × Length × Vowel letter

17
16
1
17
17
17
17
16
1
1
16
1
16
16
17
17
17
17

Pointed N Unpointed
Long words N Short words
Diacritics × Length
Length effect only in pointed words

17
17
17
17

34.867***
8.689**
7.965**
5.919*
4.935*
8.840**
12.650**
8.065**
12.44**
9.598**
4.699*
4.566*
3.737*
5.210*
68.322***
5.010*
22.265***
4.463*
N.S.
14.899***
13.122**
12.087**
20.544***

L.TPJ

L.LTC

L.FG
L.MOG

6
11
18
43
23

32
45
32
39

Regions showing main effect of vowel letters and its interaction with
diacritics
Words with vowel letters compared to words without vowel letters
signiﬁcantly decreased activations in left IFG pars opercularis, SMG and
IPL (see Fig. 3a). In addition, decreased activation for words with vowel

Table 5
Signiﬁcant main effects and interactions within ROIs. *p ≤ .05, **p ≤ .01, ***p ≤ .001.
ROI

Effect

df

F

With vowel letter b Without vowel letter
Diacritics × Vowel letter
Vowel letter effect only in unpointed words
With diacritics N Without diacritics
With vowel letter b Without vowel letter
Diacritics × Vowel letter
Vowel letter effect only in unpointed words
With vowel letter b Without vowel letter

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

13.778**
6.138*
14.133**
6.612**
12.911**
5.369*
11.047**
37.645***

Pointed N Unpointed
With vowel letter b Without vowel letter
Diacritics × Vowel letter
Vowel letter effect only in unpointed words
Pointed N Unpointed
With vowel letter b Without vowel letter
Diacritics × Length
Length effect only in pointed words

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

4.752*
13.525**
6.904*
8.042*
15.530***
16.338***
6.749*
5.803*

With vowel letter b Without vowel letter
Diacritics × Vowels
Vowel letter effect only in unpointed words
Long words N Short words

17
17
17
17

4.958*
8.282**
10.593**
8.925**

L.IFG
Orb

Tri

Oper
L.TPJ
SMG
AG
IPL

L.LTC
MTG

STG
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% signal change

16

4
*

3

*

*

2

*

1
0
L.Tri

-1

L.SMG

L.IPL

L.MOG

-2
Pointed

Unpointed

Fig. 2. Main effect of diacritics. ROIs showing a main effect of diacritics: L.Tri (left IFG pars triangularis), L.SMG (left supramarginal gyrus), L.IPL (left inferior parietal lobule) and L.MOG
(left middle occipital gyrus). Signiﬁcant effects (p b .05) are marked by asterisks.

letters, only in unpointed words, was found in left MTG, IFG pars
triangularis, IFG pars orbitalis, and AG (see Fig. 3b).

Regions showing effects of word length and its interaction with diacritics
Longer words (with four consonants) showed more activation than
shorter words (with three consonants) in left STG (see Fig. 4). In addition, increased activation for long compared to short words was speciﬁc
to the pointed condition in left IPL, and MOG (see Fig. 4).

Discussion
This study is the ﬁrst fMRI study to examine the effect of orthographic transparency in reading Hebrew words. Nevertheless, reading pointed words engages with more extensive activation in both left and right
hemispheres as compared to unpointed words.
The current study examined the effects of orthographic transparency and familiarity in a within-subject within-language design.
Increasing orthographic transparency by adding vowel information
resulted in drastically different activation patterns depending on
the familiarity of the graphemic representations, evident in regions
involved in phonological, orthographic and semantic processing.

% signal change

a)

The neural networks of reading pointed vs. unpointed words
Our ﬁnding of greater activation in left SMG and left IPL for pointed
(less familiar and more transparent) compared to unpointed words are
consistent with our predictions and with previous studies. These
regions have been previously implicated in mapping of orthography to
phonology (Bitan et al., 2007; Das et al., 2011; Graves et al., 2010;
Jobard et al., 2003) suggesting that reading of pointed words increases
the load on these processes. It should also be noted that no effect of diacritics was found in the adjacent AG, consistent with the hypothesis
that this region is associated with mapping of orthography to semantic
representations (Graves et al., 2010; Seghier, 2013) which is not expected to be affected by diacritics.
Interestingly, studies show increased activation in left IPL for: alphabetic as compared to non-alphabetic orthographies (Bolger et al., 2005);
phonetic (pinyin) as compared to logographic orthographies (Chinese)
(Chen et al., 2002); and transparent alphabetic (Hindi) as compared to
less transparent alphabetic orthographies (English) (Das et al., 2011).
Although these results may suggest greater reliance on mapping of orthography to phonology in more transparent orthographies, as always
with fMRI results, greater activation may indicate either greater reliance
on a cognitive process or greater difﬁculty with that process. Accordingly, greater activation in left IPL was also found in bilinguals for the less

3
*

2

*

1

*

0
L.Oper

-1

L.IPL
Without Vowel

b)

L.SMG

With Vowel

% signal change

4
3
2

*
*

1

*
*

0
-1
-2

P

UP
L.Orb

P

UP

P

UP

L.Tri

L.AG

Without Vowel

With Vowel

P

UP
L.MTG

Fig. 3. Effect of vowel letters. ROIs showing a main effect of vowel letter: (a) L.Oper (left IFG pars opercularis), L.SMG (left supramarginal gyrus), L.IPL (left inferior parietal lobule) and (left
middle occipital gyrus). ROIs showing an effect of vowel letter only in unpointed words (UP) and (b) L.MTG (left middle temporal gyrus), L.Tri (left IFG pars triangularis), L.Orb (left IFG
pars orbitalis) and L.AG (left angular gyrus). Signiﬁcant effects (p b .05) are marked by asterisks.
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% signal change

5
4
3

*
*

*

*

P

UP

P

2
1
0
-1
-2

L.STG

UP
L.IPL

Long

P

UP
L.MOG

Short

Fig. 4. Effect of word length. ROIs that show main effect of word length: L.STG (left superior temporal gyrus) and ROIs that show word length effect only in pointed words (P): L.IPL
(left inferior parietal lobule) and L.MOG (left middle occipital gyrus). Signiﬁcant effects (p b .05) are marked by asterisks.

transparent orthography (English as compared to Spanish) (Meschyan
and Hernandez, 2006). Moreover, when reading English words the
left IPL showed increased activation for words with an inconsistent
mapping of orthography to phonology (Bitan et al., 2007), suggesting
that the opaque mapping of orthography to phonology may increase
the load on the mapping process. This interpretation is also consistent
with the ﬁnding that left IPL was associated with effortful phonological
retrieval of an unfamiliar orthographic form (Romanized Hindi) (Rao
et al., 2013). These results suggest that the recruitment of left IPL in
pointed words in the current study may not only reﬂect the greater reliance on mapping orthography to phonology due to the orthographic
transparency or pointed words, but also the fact that their graphemic
representation is less familiar, and thus mapping it to phonology is
more effortful.
Our results further show a signiﬁcant interaction of diacritics and
word length, with more activation in long than in short words only for
pointed words, in left IPL and MOG. This interaction is consistent with
our prediction and with our behavioral ﬁndings (Weiss et al., 2015)
showing a slowing effect of word length only for pointed words. Thus,
only for the less familiar pointed words, an additional consonant
increased processing load in both visual processing areas (MOG) and
areas related to mapping of orthography to phonology (left IPL). These
results are consistent with previous studies showing in occipital and
parietal regions a speciﬁc effect of word length for pseudo words in
German (Schurz et al., 2010) and for visually degraded words in French
(Cohen et al., 2008). These results suggest that in the current study, the
presence of diacritic marks reduced the familiarity of the visual word
forms, resulting in a piecemeal processing of smaller orthographic units.
In addition to the predicted effects of diacritics, we found that pointed as compared to unpointed words increased activation in left inferior
frontal gyrus (IFG) pars triangularis, associated with semantic working
memory and lexical retrieval (Fiebach et al., 2002; Gabrieli et al.,
1998; Jobard et al., 2003; Kircher et al., 2009; Paulesu et al., 1997).
This ﬁnding is consistent with the conclusion that the presentation of
diacritics reduced the familiarity of the word form, resulting in
increased load on the process of lexical retrieval.

(associated with lexical/semantic processing or another) showed
increased activation in the presence of vowel letters, rendering this
interpretation less plausible.
Interestingly, our results also show decreased activation for words
with vowel letters speciﬁc to unpointed words, in left AG, MTG, IFG
pars triangularis and IFG pars orbitalis. These regions have been associated with lexical retrieval (IFG pars triangularis, and pars orbitalis),
semantic processing (MTG), and mapping of orthography to semantics
(AG) (Binder et al., 2009; Fiebach et al., 2002; Fiez, 1997; Graves et al.,
2010; Jobard et al., 2003; Kircher et al., 2009; Paulesu et al., 1997).
This interaction between vowel letters and diacritics is in line with
ﬁndings from our behavioral study, showing that vowel letters reduce
reaction times only for reading unpointed words (Weiss et al., 2015).
These results suggest that while vowel letter facilitate the mapping or
orthography to phonology regardless of diacritics (as suggested by the
main effect of vowel letters in left SMG and IPL), only in the absence
of diacritic marks the presence of vowel letters facilitate the lexical
and semantic access.
The effect of an additional vowel letter on brain activation was
dramatically different from that of an additional consonant, as evident
in the main effect of word length. While vowel letter reduced the activation in brain areas related to mapping of orthography to phonology (left
SMG and IPL) and phonological segmentation (left IFG opercularis),
an additional consonant increased activation in left STG related to
phonological processing. Our behavioral study suggested that the
addition of any letter (a consonant or a vowel) reduces the competition
from orthographic neighbors, and may thus explain the facilitation of
these manipulations especially in unpointed words (Weiss et al.,
2015). The differences in brain activation suggest that the effect of
vowel letters is different from that of an additional consonant letter,
and results from their contribution to orthographic transparency.
However, the effect of vowel letters was also different from the effect
of diacritics, despite the fact that both of them increase orthographic
transparency. Thus, vowel letters have a unique role in word recognition in Hebrew and may facilitate access to the word's meaning, as
they increase orthographic transparency while still being very familiar
to the adult Hebrew reader.

The neural effect of vowel letters
Conclusions
As predicted, in contrast to the increased activation found for
pointed word, vowel letters, which increase orthographic transparency
without compromising familiarity, decreased activation in the left SMG
and IPL as well as in left IFG pars opercularis. These results can be
interpreted in one of two ways: ﬁrst, the presence of vowel letters
may facilitate the mapping of orthographic to phonological representations (left SMG and IPL), and the phonological segmentation processes
(left IFG opercularis), as they provide more phonological information.
Alternatively, the presence of vowel letter may decrease the engagement of ortho-phono mapping in word recognition, while increasing
the reliance on lexical and semantic mechanisms. However, no region

Findings from the current study indicate that both orthographic
transparency and familiarity play a role in word recognition. In terms
of the Lexical Quality Hypothesis (Perfetti, 2007), these results suggest
that when increasing the orthographic transparency using a familiar
graphemic representation, it improves lexical quality and thus improves
word recognition. A familiar representation that increases orthographic transparency, as vowel letters do in Hebrew script, decreases
the demands on word recognition as reﬂected in relief on orthophono-mapping, phonological and semantic processing. On the
other hand, when the graphemic representation is less familiar it
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decreases lexical quality, even though it increases orthographic
transparency, and thus it results in greater demands on word recognition. Altogether these results suggest that familiarity overrides the
effect of orthographic transparency. Finally, in line with the
connectionists point of view (Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989),
both transparency and familiarity effects are not restricted to speciﬁc
processing mechanism (such as phonological or visual processing),
but exist in all mechanisms involved in word recognition in different
weights.
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Appendix A. Local norms

One Minute
Word Tests
One Minute
Pseudoword
Tests

Units of measure

N

Mean (SD)

Criteria of 1
standard deviation
below average

Number of correct
words per minute
Number of correct
pseudowords
per minute

191

106.49(18.41)

191

61.04(14.146)

b88 correct
words
b46.89 correct
pseudowords
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